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September 9, 2022
Success Corporation 

To the Press

Success Corporation (Headquarters: Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo; President: Takato Yoshinari) today 
announced the development of its new game "BUCCANYAR" and that it will exhibit several game 
titles, including this product, at Tokyo Game Show 2022, which will be held from Thursday, 
September 15 to Sunday, September 18 this year.

The new original IP is scheduled to be released in spring 2023 and is under 
development! TGS 2022 will have a test play table and a goods giveaway campaign!

At the Success Booth (Booth No. 2-N18) at TGS 2022, there will be a test play table for 
"BUCCANYAR". 
Visitors can try out "BUCCANYAR", which is currently under development. Those who 
play on the test play table will receive a badge. Also, those who beat the boss for TGS 
will receive a sakosh.

Cosplayers dressed as the main characters will be
available for photos, and videos of software for 
Nintendo Switch™ released this year will also be 
on display in the booth.
Please visit Success Corporation's booth during 
TGS 2022.

Announcement of the production of the new game “BUCCANYAR” 
and Titles to be exhibited at Tokyo Game Show 2022

▼SUCCESS TGS 2022 Special Site
https://exhibition.success-
corp.co.jp/tgs2022/

https://exhibition.success-corp.co.jp/tgs2022/


*The game screen is a work in progress.
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▶ Product Information for Exhibited Titles #1

BUCCANYAR（Trial Play / Video Exhibit）
This adventure and marine combat game is scheduled for release in the spring of 2023.
Set in a marine world, the game will feature three main characters and a crew of evolved cats who 
explore and battle in uncharted waters through shipboard adventures.
Players choose one of these three protagonists to start the game.
The player then proceeds through the story, opening new routes and customizing and enhancing 
his or her ship.
Players can create their own unique ship by combining a wide variety of parts.
Mysterious gods, monsters, and unique pirates also appear in the game, and an epic story about 
the mysteries of the world unfolds.

Title BUCCANYAR

Category Real-time strategy + Tower offense

Platform Nintendo Switch™／PlayStation®4

Release Date Spring 2023

Price Price undecided

copyright ©SUCCESS ©Studio Frontline

Rating Undecided (to be reviewed by CERO)

Web site https://buccanyar.success-corp.co.jp/
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▲ The game begins by selecting one of kanna, a ship carpenter, Leelia, a diva, or Alicia, a gunner. This is 
an adventure game in which you will overcome numerous difficulties while customizing your ship. The 
ship's crew are cute cats.

https://buccanyar.success-corp.co.jp/
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Touch Detective Complete works（Video Exhibit）
After the third game in the series was released for the Nintendo DS in 2014, there were no new 
games in this series. Since then, Success has received frequent requests for sequels and ports.
In response to fan requests, all three games in the series, content from the smartphone app version, 
and newly created additional content will be released together in a single software package.

▲ It will be revived 16 years after the first in the 
series, which was released in 2021. The "Funghi" 
related works that spun off from this work were a 
huge hit and are still being produced one after 
another as apps and goods.

Title Touch Detective Complete works

Category Adventure

Platform Nintendo Switch™

Release Date October 6, 2022（JPN）

Price 5,280 yen (incl. tax)  
*download edition at the same price

copyright ©SUCCESS ©Beeworks

Rating CERO A (all ages)

Web site https://rinameko.success-corp.co.jp/osawari123/

PV https://youtu.be/fb2OI3r29XI

▶ Product Information for Exhibited Titles #2
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https://rinameko.success-corp.co.jp/osawari123/
https://youtu.be/fb2OI3r29XI


Title Shepherd’s Crossing

Category Farm simulation

Platform Nintendo Switch™

Release Date November 10, 2022（JPN）

Price 4,180 yen (incl. tax)  
*download edition at the same price

copyright ©SUCCESS

Rating CERO A (all ages)

Web site https://hitsuji.success-corp.co.jp/hakoboku/

PV https://youtu.be/ujBqEl8LWFg

Shepherd’s Crossing（Video Exhibit）
The latest in a series of ranch life simulation games that has not had a new release on consumer 
consoles for 13 years, since the third game in the series will release in 2009, is now available on 
Nintendo Switch. It is "Shepherd’s Crossing".
The game has been vividly revived with the addition of a zoomed-in view mode, improved 
operability, and some of the graphics have been upgraded to HD!

▶ Product Information for Exhibited Titles #3
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▲ It has been 13 years 
since the game was 
released on consoles. 
The unique mechanics 
of previous series are 
still in place.

https://hitsuji.success-corp.co.jp/hakoboku/
https://youtu.be/ujBqEl8LWFg


For inquiries regarding 
this matter, please contact

SUCCESS Corporation Marketing division
Phone +81 3-6432-5239
E-Mail : release@success-corp.co.jp

Nintendo Switch™" is a trademark of Nintendo Co.
PlayStation" and "PS4" are registered trademarks or trademarks of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
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Hamster Valley（Video Exhibit ）
This is a simulation game that was released in August this year. It is a simple game where players 
simply collect coins and hearts to increase the number of facilities and hamsters.
It can be enjoyed by people of all ages. When you tap the hamsters, they move in a variety of cute 
ways, such as rolling over and shaking their heads. Let's increase the number of cute hamsters 
designed by popular hamster artist GOTTE and develop your hamster village.

▶ Product Information for Exhibited Titles #4

Title Hamster Valley

Category simulation

Platform iOS／Android

Release Date now being distributed

Price Free (with in-app purchases)

copyright ©SUCCESS ©GOTTE

Rating 4 +（iOS）、3+（Android）

Web site https://hamsato.success-corp.co.jp/

PV https://youtu.be/y8x1m4vP6Go

mailto:release@success-corp.co.jp
https://hamsato.success-corp.co.jp/
https://youtu.be/y8x1m4vP6Go
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